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Growth of Internet
connection

By 2020 there will be nearly
4.1 Billion internet users worldwide,

up from 3.0 billion in 2015 

That’s over 52% of the
world’s poppulation

There will be 26.3 billion 
networked devices by 2020,

up from 16.3 billion in 2015.

The average fixed
broadband connection speed

will increase from 24.7 Mbps to 47.7 Mbps,
a factor of 1.9.

Video will make
up to 82% of internet traffic by 2020,

up from 70% in 2015.
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More than
half the global population

will be online by 2020

Snap shot



Role of Internet
at your venue

Over the last 15 years, internet access at events has gone from being an unex-
pected luxury to an outright expectation.

Not only do your guests expect reliable WiFi connectivity at the event, but it’s 
an important productivity tool for your exhibitors.

With the increasing popularity of smartphones and tablets in an on-demand 
generation, the importance of supplying fast and free wi-fi internet at events 
is crucial.

A good connection is vital to any event, as a lack of Wi-Fi may deter those who 
depend on being connected from attending.

Connectivity provides the opportunities to create deeper, more immersive, 
and more personalised brand and event experiences



We specialise in providing fully supported WiFi and technology solutions into temporary 
and permanent venues for the events & hospitality sectorsWhat do we do? 

Wi - Fi and attendee
analyics

Temporary & Permanent
Internet access

Events Apps IP CCTV

EPOS Digital signage Live Streaming Onsite support



Connectivity is at the core of all things at an event

Just like light and running water! it’s not acceptable to attend an event only 
to find you have to deal with flakey WiFi throughout the day.

It is our unique understanding of both IT and the live event space that allows 
us to offer the best IT event solutions in the UK. This is because we fully under-
stand the requirements of a live event and the challenges it can bring. Our 
wealth of experience means we deliver reliable, high-quality solutions time 
and time again.

From conception to delivery, we work closely with our clients to ensure all 
their requirements are met. We then thoroughly test the technology we are 
delivering and simulate the live environment in which it will be operating to 
add further peace of mind.

Connecting your
Entire event experience
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Festivals Exhibitions

Conferences Brand Activations

Product
Launches

Pop Ups

Sports events Charity events

Events we support


